
 
 
 

  
 

 

The St. Regis Doha celebrates recognition  

at the highest level with three awards at  

The World Luxury Restaurants & Spa Awards Ceremony 

Qatar, Doha August 12, 2017 – The St. Regis Doha, The Finest Address in Qatar, is delighted 

to announce that they have been awarded three accolades at this years World Luxury 

Restaurants and Spa Awards 2017; Al Sultan Brahim as the best Lebanese restaurant in the 

region, Hakkasan as the best Chinese restaurant in the region and Remède Spa has once again 

received the World Luxury Spa Award as Country Winner for the Best Luxury Urban Escape. 

The prestigious ceremony was held in Hanoi, Vietnam on July 22nd and gathered the crème de la 

crème of the luxury wellness and fine dining industries. 

The World Luxury Restaurants & Spa Awards inspire excellence and ignite healthy competition 

in the luxury restaurant and spa industry. Voting is based on the complete food and spa 

experience combined with aspects of service excellence, quality and menu choices. Votes are 

predominantly cast by guests, but also by industry professionals that approve and support the 

nominated establishments. 

The original Al Sultan Brahim restaurant was founded in 1968 in Jnah, on the coastline of Beirut 

by three El-Ramy brothers. Visitors to the award winning Al Sultan Brahim at The St. Regis 

Doha can savour legendary Lebanese cuisine prepared by Chef Wael Jaafar, who trained with 

the master team at Jnah. There is also a selection of Lebanese beverages, which can be taken on 

the terrace with traditional shisha and hot and cold mezze. A private dining room for ten people 

provides privacy for intimate groups and celebrations.  

Furthermore, The St. Regis Doha features the legendary Hakkasan offering guests a world-class 

culinary experience, setting the bar high in the Middle Eastern culinary scene. Overseen by 

Head Chef Lai Min Wei, the menu is a modern interpretation of authentic Cantonese cuisine, 

using the finest ingredients and expert techniques to create timeless yet innovative signature 

dishes as well as those created specifically for the Doha location. Guests can choose to dine in  



 
 
 

  
 

 

 

the elegant restaurant, on the terrace or in the Ling Ling Lounge, whilst the bar serves an 

extensive array of wines, cocktails and lighter dishes.  

Guests staying at The Finest Address in Qatar can relax at the perfect urban escape, Remède 

Spa. Its facilities include 18 treatment rooms, hydro pool, steam room, a pedicure and manicure 

room with cutting edge technology chairs as well as a relaxation room. The exclusive spa is a 

mystical sanctuary for the mind, body and soul offering a comprehensive menu of facials, 

massages and body treatments. 

Remède Spa’s signature treatments include the award winning Himalayan Sound Therapy and 

the Harmony Massage. The Himalayan Sound Therapy, awarded the best innovative treatment 

in the Middle East by Pool and Spa Award 2016, is the perfect antidote for total relaxation of 

body, mind and spirit. During the treatment, its singing bowls are placed on and around the 

body as the energy fields are balanced and enhanced through the resonating sound and 

vibrations. The Harmony Massage is the latest addition to Remède Spa’s menu. Tailored to 

relieve tension and stress, two therapists work side-by-side to create the ultimate feeling of 

relaxation. 

Mr. Tareq Derbas, General Manager of The St. Regis Doha, said: “We are extremely proud to 

have received these prestigious awards. We are delighted to have been internationally 

recognized as a benchmark in the hospitality industry and we will continue to build on the 

success that we have achieved. These accolades are a testament to the dedication of our teams 

and we hope to remain the leading restaurants and spa in Doha far into the future.”  

For more information about The St. Regis Doha, or to make a reservation, please contact the 

hotel directly at telephone (974) 4446 0000, via email at doha.butler@stregis.com or online at 

www.stregisdoha.com 
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About The St. Regis Doha: 
 

http://www.stregisdoha.com/


 
 
 

  
 

 
The St. Regis Doha is situated in Al Gassar resort, located between Doha’s cultural heritage sites and the 
city’s business hub. The hotel is owned by Alfardan and is part of Al Gassar Resort that is located at the 
heart of the rising city, adjacent to the Pearl Island and the cultural village, Katara and close to the 
business capital. The Hotel encompasses 336 elegant guest rooms with sea view; including 58 
sophisticated suites among them are two Presidential suites spread over 660 square metres. The guest 
rooms and suites were designed by international acclaimed Wilson Associates. The St. Regis Doha is a 
property recognised for its timeless elegance, luxury and renowned service standards. With its unique 
business and recreation facilities, and award winning restaurants, The St. Regis Doha continues to set a 
benchmark for hotels in Qatar as it develops into a leading tourist and business destination. 
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